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The glamorous aura of gold powder. 
Your skin’s elegance blooms in all its glory.

  1 November 2015 Limited Release

INFINITY Royal Flower Collection 2015 
Compact Powder
$130

Kit Contents
● Compact Powder 10g x 2   SPF25/PA++
● Compact Case 
● Powder Puff  x 2

Royal Flower Collection 2015

Compact Powder Compact Case Puff

Motif: The Madonna Lily 
A symbol of purity.

Inspired by the Madonna Lily, this powder 
creates translucent, elegant skin just like the 

pure white flower petals. 

Designed with the impression of Madonna 
lilies in bloom. Light up your soul with 

delight each time you pick up this glamorous, 
classic case.

Infused with hyaluronic acid and collagen. 
Feels soft and moist on the skin. 

[ Product Features ]
● A compact powder that combines the coverage and lasting effects of pressed powder with the soft-focus effect of loose powder. Grants skin a soft, finely-

textured translucency with a long-lasting effect. 
● Unique formula that creates bright, translucent skin.
•  Gold Powder: Gives sophisticated radiance, shine, and firmness.
•  Bouncy Skin Powder: Imparts an excellent soft focus effect, creating the impression of airy, bouncy skin. 
•  Beautiful Skin Powder: Made up of fine, tabular powder particles that covers up dullness and balances skin unevenness.  
•  Amino Acid Powder: A highly adhesive compound that mimics components of the skin, this powder adheres well over skin for a hydrated, translucent finish. 
•  Pearl Powder: Grants a subtle rosy complexion and brightness.
•  Plant-based Powder: Spreads with a soft, smooth sensation. 
● SPF25/PA++ for protection against UV rays, while preventing blemishes and freckles caused by sunburn. 
● Comes with a compact case for convenience. 
● Gently scented. 

[ Compounded Ingredients ]
  Powder that imparts firmness and shine    ●Gold Powder
  Ingredient that covers dullness and uneven coloring    ●Beautiful Skin Powder1 

  Ingredient for a soft-focus, airy effect    ●Bouncy Skin Powder2

  Ingredient for excellent blending ability    ●Amino Acid Powder3

  Ingredient that smoothes the skin    ●Plant-based powder [cellulose]
  Plant-based moisturizing ingredient    ●Madonna Lily root extract / plant-based squalane

1 Titanium oxide and mica 
2 Vinyl dimethicone / methicone silsesquioxane cross polymer
3 Lauroyl lysine

[ Usage Instructions ]
● Use as the final step of your base makeup routine, or 

when touching up your makeup mid-day. 
● Pick up an appropriate amount of powder with gentle 

strokes of the puff. Tap any excess powder off onto 
the back of your hand, and spread over your face in 
light, sweeping motions. 

 



Reference

Creating beautiful skin of utmost purity,
unrivaled by any other. 

For airy-soft, translucent skin that radiates from within.

Gold Powder 

Covers dullness while granting radiance, creating the impression of healthy, firm skin.

Madonna Lily Root extract

Bouncy Skin Powder

An antioxidant ingredient that can eradicate free radicals. Protects the skin’s moisture throughout the day. 

Feels comfortable on the skin 
while thoroughly covering pores 
with an airy, soft touch. 

Generic powder Bouncy Skin Powder

Amino Acid Powder adheres smoothly to create fine-textured skin

A hexagonal tabular powder made with natural amino acids that mimic the 
main component of the stratum corneum

Characteristics
1. A soft cosmetic veil that blends excellently over skin without feeling heavy

2. The appearance of fine-textured, translucent bare skin 
3. The powder glides extremely smoothly and sits evenly over skin

Amino Acid Powder
A light, airy feeling

Long-lasting, with excellent coverage

Generic powders
Feels heavy on the skin

Wears away easily and has poor coverage

Comprised of a honeycomb structure
 built with hexagonal particles
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